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Reflecting on 2020
Trump’s impeachment
controversy and the
signing of a trade
agreement between the
US and China

31st. The UK withdraws
from the European Union

9th. Italy announced the
first national lockdown

FEBRUARY
MARCH

JANUARY

7th. The World Health
Organization is notified of
the novel coronavirus

After fiscal stimulus
packages emerged from
the government, the
debate around national
debt increased

The world began to
realise the severity
of the coronavirus

Tesla created the most
notable headline, as it
became the fifth largest
listed US stock, just
behind Facebook

JULY
AUGUST

Zoom had quadrupled its
share price by July and
doubled again in October

Joe Biden was selected as the
democratic candidate for US
president, which was seen as
positive for markets
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15th. Jerome Powell
announced interest rate
cuts and emergency
quantitative easing

APRIL

Markets very rapidly shifted
into fear mode. The fear
grew, as more cities and
countries entered lockdowns

April saw a huge resurgence,
as markets assumed
widespread financial distress
would be prevented

COVID-19 vaccines
passed their phase III trial,
triggering the strongest
run-up in stocks since April

Second wave of
COVID-19, leading to the
fear of further lockdowns

SEPTEMBER

DECEMBER
NOVEMBER

7th. Saw the election of
Joe Biden as president of
the United States

Just before Christmas,
there was a post-Brexit
trade deal between the UK
and the EU
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Unprecedented times have led to more people planning
for the future
Do you know your magic number for retirement?
Dreaming about your retirement lifestyle is easy. Working out how to make it a
reality is much harder.
Perhaps you plan to spend more time with your family, to jet off to a distant,
secluded sunny island, to invest your savings in that sports car you have had
your eye on, or to use your free time to your advantage and make time for the
hobbies that have been pushed aside for the past few years.
Whatever your dream may be, everyone has a different idea of what the perfect
retirement looks like. It is as personal as it gets. You have worked tirelessly for
decades, so why shouldn’t you be allowed to live your life to the fullest?
Despite it being easy to think about the lifestyle you want, working out how to plan and save for it is a
different ball game completely.
This is one of those tasks that are always pushed aside. Many of us know that when you say, ‘I will do it
later’, it can mean ‘next year’ or even ‘never’. Then before you know it, it is too late and the goal of retiring at
55 could quickly become 60, then 65, then 68…
The decisions you make now will help build to produce the perfect fund for life after the workplace. When
it comes to retirement, it is never too early to start saving, but it could be too late to turn your retirement
dream into your retirement reality if you ‘do it later’.
The big question, ‘How much will I need to be able to retire?’ is something that nearly everyone will
have thought about at some stage.
This can be difficult to answer, and is as personal to you as retirement itself.
If you find yourself pondering this big question a lot, or are unsure if you are on the right track to
retire at your dream age with the lifestyle you so desperately want, then don’t just sit still: seek
advice.

When you want every day to be like the weekend…
The reality of how much money you need during retirement often
surprises people (warning: it is a lot more than you may think).
Some 43 per cent of the public do not know how much they will need
during retirement, whilst over half think that £100,000 is enough to retire
comfortably. According to recent reports, the average recommended
amount is actually between £260,000 and £445,000.
Source – Finder, June 2018.
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One thing to remember is that ‘comfortable’ is
entirely subjective. The amount you are likely to
need will entirely depend on how much you expect
to spend during life after work; and how long for.
Despite there not being a fixed, tried and tested
equation to work out how much you should be
saving, there are some ways that can give you a
fairly good idea. It all starts with how much you
think you will be spending each year to fund your
perfect retirement lifestyle.
To work out how much per year this amounts to,
you will need to think of all the possible situations:
Will you want to put your children through
university or help them buy their first house or
car? Will you still be paying off a mortgage on a
property? Will you or a loved one need financial
support to pay for long-term care? Or do you just
want to enjoy the cash you have worked for and
treat yourself?

This is the only way you can really start to think of
a more accurate number. To put it into perspective,
consider the following major life events:
- Education costs; including university or private
schooling.
- Healthcare; our health will inevitably decline as
we get older, and this comes with a price.

On average, residential care costs £667 per week in the UK, while for nursing care you are looking
at a basic weekly outgoing of £924.
Source – LaingBuisson Care of Older People UK Market Report 31st edition 2020.
Whilst it is worth putting some thought into the
things that will drive your spending habits during
retirement, the Money Advice Service has put
together some useful rule of thumb advice. They
suggest you will need at least half of your current
income in retirement to maintain your current
lifestyle, and more if your current earnings are
relatively low.
If your current salary is between £12,200 and
£22,399, you will need 70% of that in retirement.
However, if you earn between £32,000 and £51,299,
you will need 60% in retirement.
One thing retirement is not, is an age. Not any longer,
anyway. Gone are the days of being told to stop
working one day and to pick up your state pension
the next. Today you have new pension freedoms to
decide when and how you retire. Nevertheless, to get
there in tip-top financial shape takes some planning.

The financial stages of life.
Which stage are you at?
20s – The ‘Early Birds’
30s – The ‘Savvy Savers’
40s – The ‘High Rollers’
50s – The ‘Financially Focused’
60s – The ‘Final Hurdle’
70s – Go forth and enjoy the legacy
you have created
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How can you save for your retirement?
One of the best ways to save for your retirement is, unsurprisingly, through your pension.
Pensions come with attractive tax relief and is granted at the highest marginal rate.
However, if your adjusted net income is over £100,000, you start to lose your Personal Allowance of
£12,570 (in the 2021/22 tax year) at a rate of £1 of allowance per every £2 over this £100,000 threshold.
Your Personal Allowance is the amount of gross income that is not subject to income tax.
The tapering of the personal allowance for those with adjusted net income in excess of £100,000 means
that the personal allowance is reduced to £0 once adjusted net income reaches £125,140 in 2021-22.
This means the effective tax rate of your taxable income between £100,000 and £125,140 is 60%. This rate
only applies to non-savings and savings income and does not apply to dividend income. This is the case
because in addition to paying 40% tax on any income above £100,000, there is the impact of losing some or
all the personal allowance and paying 40% tax on that income too.
The good news is that there are ways you can reduce your tax. For instance, you can put more into your
pension.
Tax breaks on pensions are there as an incentive to save. The government wants you to take advantage
of them and not to rely solely on the state pension – which, at £9,339.20 per year in 2021/22 (£179.60 per
week), certainly is not going to let you live your dream retirement lifestyle.
This means your pension will probably always be your first port of call when it comes to retirement
planning. However, if you have reached your annual or lifetime allowance, there are other options.
For example:
- ISAs
You can save up to £20,000 in cash, Stocks and Shares or a combination of the two, each year in an
Individual Savings Account (ISA). There are various ISAs; some that offer better flexibility than others in
terms of how and when you can access your money. Working out which ISA is best for you is dependent
on your goals.
ISAs are easy to understand, flexible and best of all, you don’t have to pay income or capital gains tax on
your savings or investments.
All ISAs allow you to invest in an environment free from income tax and capital gains tax. While most
savers will not pay tax on interest in regular bank or building society savings accounts, if you have a
sizeable savings pot, ISAs could potentially save you quite a lot
in tax.
If you want to find out more about ISAs and how they could help you, give us a call.
The value of an investment with St. James’s Place will be directly linked to the performance of the funds
selected and may fall as well as rise. You may get back less than you invested.
An investment in a Stocks and Shares ISA will not provide the same security of capital associated with a
Cash ISA.
The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs from taxation, can change at any time. The value of any tax
relief is generally dependent on individual circumstances.
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Where does Smith Eliot fit into this?
Your retirement should be an enjoyable prospect, not a daunting one; and it can be.
It may be tempting to bury your head in the sand or take a DIY approach to your finances. However,
monitoring the ever-changing landscape for updates and legislation changes can be a full-time job, so why
not let us do the hard work for you?
With the right guidance from one of our financial advisers, you will be able to put in place a long-term
retirement plan that can help you stay on track for the later life that you want, without you doing the heavy
lifting.
The proof is in the statistics. A
recent study showed that people
who had taken financial advice
accumulated 17 per cent more
in liquid financial assets over a
seven-year period compared with
those with no advice.
Source – FT Adviser, July 2017.
So, don’t leave it for another day.
Make your retirement a priority
now, so that every day can be
a weekend.

TEAM UPDATE
Although the world has slowed down during the past year, Smith Eliot have
continued to succeed and in doing so have expanded and grown. We would
like to introduce you to the latest member of the team, Linzi Drury.
Linzi is Personal Assistant to Craig Potter, Director & Financial Adviser.
Linzi’s day-to-day jobs involve organising Craig and his diary, arranging client
reviews, liaising with clients and assisting in the mortgage processes. All with
the overall aim of making Craig’s work–life balance better, and easing his
process of working so that he can continue to offer the highest quality service
to clients.
You are doing a fantastic job Linzi, and Craig is lucky to have you!
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Supporting our high street
Supporting your local high street is more important now than ever before. Lockdown 3.0 has led people to
believe that it is harder to ‘shop local’, but it shouldn’t be.
Most of the shops are doing all they can to still be able to offer you their goods and services. Oakham
Wine s, Pollen Florist, Think Digital and FEAST are a few of the local businesses in Oakham that we have
continued to support. They have adapted to the new normal and have continued to deliver to us and our
clients, providing the same high-quality items and great customer service throughout all the lockdowns.
When you support a small business, you are supporting a dream; and they need you. If there is something
that you want to do to make a difference, then shop locally.

Oakham Wines
Oakham Wines are an independent wine merchant in Oakham,
Rutland. They offer a wide selection of fine wines, malt whiskies,
spirits and gifts. All are available in-store or online for delivery
nationwide. Call 01572 757 124 or visit oakhamwinesonline.co.uk

Pollen Florists
The bouquets and arrangements from Pollen Florists are hand
made by a team of professionally qualified florists at their shop in
Oakham. They work in a range of styles from traditional to modern,
offering hand-tied bouquets, tied bunches, arrangements, basket
arrangements and gift-wrapped plants. Pollen are also offering
non-contact delivery from phone orders on (01572) 724404 or via
their web shop on www.pollenfloristry.com

FEAST
Feastis a small independent cafe/takeaway, serving homemade,
locally sourced and fresh food that is inspired by international
flavours and tastes. Their range includes salads and hot dishes
plus a selection of hot filled tasty wraps, soups, delicious
ciabattas, sausage rolls, cakes and bakes, coffees, smoothies and
milkshakes. They also provide a cake making service for special
occasions, and offer home delivery for cheese/veggie/meat
platters, which are made to order. For information, please call
O7765 663912 or email info@feastcafe.co.uk
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Think Digital Print
Although not technically on the High Street, Think Digital are a
small, friendly and happy team of print experts, graphic designers
and a super-duper press. They are based in Oakham, Rutland, but
work for clients all over the country. From the smallest print runs
to the most complex and creative briefs, they can do it.
Find them at think-digital-print.co.uk

CHARITY UPDATE
Raising money for charities is something
that is a huge part of what we do here
at Smith Eliot but the pandemic has
prevented us from putting on our usual
events and has thrown our plans up in
the air much like a lot of things.
This hasn’t stopped us though, our
very own Marketing & Client Servicing
Specialist Megan signed up to the 100km
Dog Walking Challenge in March to raise
money for Dementia UK.
The total number of new cases of
dementia each year worldwide is nearly
10 million, implying 1 new case every
3 seconds. Dementia UK provides
specialist dementia support for families
through our Admiral Nurse service.
When things get challenging or difficult
for people with dementia and their
families, Admiral Nurses work alongside them. They give the compassionate one-to-one support,
guidance and practical solutions people need, and that can be hard to find elsewhere.
Megan took part in this challenge with her very cheeky Cocker Spaniel Bruno. If you can donate to
help this great charity please follow the link below, any donations will be appreciated.
https://lnkd.in/eBnrUZV
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A few questions to ask yourself to ensure you
are on track and to instigate a plan for your future
What/who is important to me now? Am I
spending enough time focussed on/doing
what is important to me now? What needs
to change? What could I do differently to
enhance this area of my life and what could
put this at risk?

What do I want to achieve/do/have/be in the
next 12 months, 3 years or even 5 years? Am
I on track for this? What could knock me off
track? What do I need to do to/focus on to
make sure this happen?

NEWS
Am I the best me I can be? Am I in good
enough health? Am I taking care of myself?
Am I caring for those that are important to
me? Am I moving forward or backward?

This exercise is both soul searching and a great
way of gaining perspective and clarity. Why not
give it a go and have some fun with it?
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What do I need to do this week/month/year
to achieve what I want?

When you have the clarity you are looking for it will
be time for us to fine tune your financial plan to
meet your newly defined needs!

Smith Eliot Financial Management Ltd is an Appointed Representative of and represents
only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the Group’s wealth
management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s
website www.sjp.co.uk/products
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